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I: WoRK
There may be too much pressure to find a visual analogue to the experience of 
living as a person with an undetectable viral load of HIV. (It is a cruel linguistic 
trick that we refer to someone’s viral “load,” collapsing the description of 
viral quantity with the slang term for the physical stuff of orgasmic release). 
How to best convey the feelings of confidence, defeat, survivorship, guilt, 
power, love, boredom, dailyness, relief, haunting, imbrication, and trauma 
that no doubt such persons experience? A phenomenon given new 
valence after the onset of HIV/AIDS, the undetectable body resists easy 
categorization. This exhibition, and indeed this essay, takes as its premise 
the specificity of “undetectable” as an embodied identity that warrants 
consideration as a part of, and apart from, seronegative and seropositive 
statuses. The work in this exhibition is often oblique in its reference to 
such a status, which may, in fact, describe the particular geometry of being 
undetectable.

Let’s think of a triangle. 

The triangular form itself, the product of lines drawn between three distinct 
points (seropositivity, seronegativity, and undetectability), presents an 
ontology of interdependence beyond binaries — third terms, third sexes, 
third texts. This exhibition, this text, you. 

Placed on its base, a triangle is the picture of stability and support; tipped 
on its apex, it is precarious. 

Work, a photographic diptych by Sarah Charlesworth, features two images. 
On the left, framed in Tiffany blue, an inverted triangular shape houses the 
magical incantation “ABRACADABRA,” whittled down letter by letter to 
its beginning vowel (which is also its ending vowel). On the right, a tinted 
photograph of Iron Age tools (a wrench, a hammer, tongs, and some nails) 
piled haphazardly, occluded in darkness and framed in black. Reproduced 
here, albeit without the careful chromaticism essential to its meaning, this 
photograph offers me a starting point precisely because it is not included 
in this exhibition. What better way to deal immediately and directly with 
invisibilities, instability, and unfixity? Not to over-complicate matters, but 
Work was created in 1987, well before the emergence of undetectable as a 
status, only a year after HIV was officially named as the etiological agent of 
AIDS, and six years on from the first mention of cases of the then-unknown 
and unnamed virus within the United States.1 

Originally created as part of the series Objects of Desire 4 ½, Work seems 
an unlikely candidate to discuss as an AIDS picture. Charlesworth is one 
of the “Pictures” generation, a group of artists whose work prospered 
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contemporaneous to the onset and heightening of the AIDS pandemic. 
Yet, to be clear, these artists’ subjects rarely reflect this situation directly. 
Charlesworth’s diptych pits incantation against the craft of forging, magic 
against technology, two discourses germane to HIV/AIDS. But how 
dichotomous are these terms, really? And, like the body which is outed/
claimed/named as seropositive but appears to be seronegative, can we 
infect Work with third discourse, making a meaningful triptych?  

Charlesworth’s formal strategy of interpolating two colors would seem 
to indicate that the two images are interrelated. Indeed, science and 
technology have been predicated, in part, on the existence of the invisible: 
ether, gravity, viruses, alchemy, four-dimensional geometries, dark matter. 
We could imagine an archive of science, an overstuffed library of texts 
that take the invisible as their point of departure, hunch as their primary 
methodological tool, and visceral reaction as unequivocal evidence. Take 
the tools imaged in Work. The Iron Age (roughly 1200 BCE — 550 BCE) 
birthed weapons such as swords/scabbards and tools such as wrenches. 
And shackles — we mustn’t forget. Iron Age tools prospered in Vedic 
and Hebraic time… long after Jews stopped worshipping Ba’al, the great 
phallus-god. And it is no accident that during the Iron Age tales of magical 
implements and swords disseminated through story and legend. An 
unknown element, variously called luck, chance and/or skill, is at play when 
forging iron which is not (as) present when working with iron’s older cousins, 
bronze and copper. Thus, what at first appears to be a representation of 
utility in Work — tools are tools, things for getting tasks accomplished — is 
also in fact the solid evidence of magic.  

Likewise magic itself carries the seemingly oppositional promise of utility. 
Abracadabra’s etymology is unclear at best, but is often traced back to 
Gnostic/Hebraic names for god, and in its particular triangular amulet 
form (which emerged in the 17th century) was thought to ward off sickness 
when worn. It is a tool, no less sophisticated than those forged over flames. 
Thousands of amateur magicians use the term to denote the moment of 
magical transformation. Its foreign-sounding glossolalia is often tripped 
off of teenage tongues, pointing to, perhaps, a thing felt but not yet truly 
known: one’s own manifold sexual powers. It is at once ancient knowledge 
and kitschy cliché; chthonic and crass.
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Placed adjacent in Charlesworth’s Work, the abracadabra amulet and 
Iron Age tools don’t appear to be so different, after all. In fact, they are 
suddenly allied, and in the presence of one another create a third state of 
interpolated meaning.

II: MAGIC
I was in college during the period when effective antiretroviral drug-
cocktails were working to create an undetectable status, and I had a 
dream more powerful than any I’ve had before or since. I walked down a 
nondescript sidewalk and encountered a friend, someone I knew well from 
the waking world. After shaking her hand (a strangely formal and physical 
beginning), and exchanging a couple of pleasantries, she would look into 
my eyes and make the confession to end all other confessions: “I’m HIV 
positive.” A beat, and she would walk on. This repeated nearly two dozen 
times with close friends, former lovers, and family members. When I awoke, 
I was slightly dizzy but resolute in the knowledge (as though I had known 
for a good, long while) that I was positive myself.

I wasn’t.

Transmission, in my dream, was oral, repetitive like a chant. I didn’t have to 
say I was positive, everyone I knew and loved was, and so was I. Caught in 
the state between what was true in the dreaming world and what was true 
in the waking world, I operated under a third principle for the better part 
of the next day. It is frightening and embarrassing to recount to you now. 

 
III: TRIANGULAR LIVING / CRYSTAL HEALING
In an article about testimonial performances/lectures from HIV/AIDS 
survivors given in educational settings, sociologist Claire Laurier Decoteau 
points to the particular effectiveness of using the strategy of haunting: 

“Haunting, as a social practice, exposes [a] silent symbolic annihilation.”2 
Haunting describes the position between a past traumatic moment 
of finding out that one is positive, the presentness of living with such 
knowledge, and the futurity of an imminent death (which will, in turn, be 
caused indirectly by the virus that replicates itself alongside such temporal 
knowledge-structures). No one dies from AIDS; they die from something 
else (opportunistic infections). Another triangle, this one limning time and 
the apportioning of blame. Disclosure may be a fulcrum, the “A” on which 
this triangular discourse is balanced. As Decoteau goes on to say, disclosing 
status irrevocably changes things: “When [someone] discloses his/her 
status as HIV-positive, the body suddenly signifies something completely 
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different than it did the moment before.”3 The task then is to square the 
knowledge of an infected body with the appearance of the same, healthy-
looking body — a dissonance, created at the moment of disclosure out of 
what is known and what is seen.    

It is a particular politics of refusal that embraces third-modes, which are 
not, actually, the product of a new category called “undetectable.” Rather, 
such third-modes existed even in the beginnings of the pandemic. One 
example is the anarchic and ecstatic tactics of the publishing venture/zine 
Diseased Pariah News, the brainchild of Tom Shearer and Beowulf Thorne. 
The eleven issues of DPN, published between 1990 and 1999, created a MAD 
Magazine-like forum for those living with AIDS, caustically lampooning the 
current state of AIDS research, education and living. In the first column of 
the premier issue of DPN, Shearer writes:   

We should warn you that our editorial Policy does 
not include the concept that AIDS is a Wonderful 
Learning Opportunity and Spiritual Gift From Above. 
Or a punishment for our Previous Badness. Nor are 
we interested in being icons of noble tragedy, brave 
and true, stiff upper lips gleaming through our oxygen 
hoses… We are not saints nor devils, just a couple of 
guys who ran into a Danger Penis and caught something 
we don’t like very much. And we HATE teddy bears.4 

On the cover of this issue, and indeed every issue of DPN, is the zine’s 
mascot, a smiling Mickey Mouse rip-off, identified as an Oncomouse™, a 
breed of lab rat with the dubious honor of being the first trademarked 
animal. DPN identifies with their mascot as a “natural pariah” due to its 
particular laboratory function. Oncomice™ are bred to spontaneously 
develop cancer within the first two years of their lives. Everyone knows 
how this particular animal will die — it is a foregone conclusion. No matter 
how many times Abracadabra is written/chanted. Because of this genetic 
engineering, Oncomice™ are a highly specialized creature intended only for 
medical research, and not available for purchase to the general population. 
Timmy will never get an Oncomouse™ for Hannukah.

Feminist theorist Donna Haraway identifies Oncomice™ as performing 
important “category-crossing” work. That is to say that we at once 
identify and dis-identify with them: “Like other family members in Western 
biocultural taxonomic systems, these sister mammals are both us and not-
us; that is why we employ them.”5 Oncomice™ are a third being, positioned 
between the healthy and diseased human body yet distinctly other, the 
transmitter between science and public good/health through their 
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enactment of a death few humans truly care about. They are the fulcrum 
that medical breakthroughs are predicated upon — that precarious point. 
To represent such a creature, as DPN does, as a jovial smiling mascot, is 
to acknowledge and repudiate the Oncomouse’s™ role. To view them as 
sisters, as Haraway bravely does, is to muddy the ground enough to make 
building a solid objective foundation of knowledge all but impossible. The 
question then seems to be (and really has always been): how to create 
an ethics between empowerment and victimhood? Oncomice™ know, as 
do adolescent magicians, as well as those persons deemed (for whatever 
reason) undetectable.

A second Sarah Charlesworth photograph has occupied my mind while 
writing this essay. This particular photograph, created in 2011 and titled 
Crystals, serves as a pendant — a third panel for my argument — helping 
me traverse the time between 1987 and now. Seven crystals of varying 
shapes (a chopped elliptical, a smushed rectangle, a semi-circle, etc.) are 
lined up vertically on a bright white surface (a lightbox?). Each crystal’s 
axis of symmetry is horizontal, running perpendicular to the overly-insistent 
vertical central axis. Light runs through them, but its particular qualities are 
clinical and effuse — directionless and flat. Recently, Charlesworth has been 
creating photographs that could easily fit within a didactic context — an 
introduction to the very processes of image-making. This is how an artist 
uses color. This is how we see light. This is how subjects become imbued 
with meaning. The particular number of crystals and their visual alignment 
reference, quite directly, the seven chakras. Whether prisms, paperweights, 
or decorative baubles, these crystal objects stand in as representations 
of a knowledge-system as ancient as the word Abracadabra. Our familiar 
triangle is there too, placed in the center of the composition, in the position 
of the heart chakra;  it is the chakra that houses feelings, innately tied with 
the sense of touch, and indicates one’s ability to make decisions outside of 
the realm of karma.
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This triangular crystal tipped on its side and now voided of the secret power 
of Abracadabra is still no doubt its carrier. 

Its magical load, undetectable. 
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One of the many structures of AIDS is counting, numerology, and gematria.1
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